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A Brief Report on a Part of The Keweenawan of Wisconsin 

The area with which this report is chiefly concerned is in. Burnett 

County in the valley of the St. Croix River in northwestern Wisconsin 

end is com;:'r,ised of Twps. 40N, Ranges 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, l8W; Twps. 

39�', Rar.ges 13-19'11 inclusive; Twps. 38N, Rar;.ges l3-l9V: inclusive; Twps, 

37N, nanges l5-20W inclus1v<;; Twps. 36�', Bange,s l6;:20Jli inclusive; Twps, 

35N, R&ng8s 17, 18, 19W; and Twps. 341l, Ranges 17-18\':, l'he subject is 

the structure of the Middle Keweenawan rocks. T�e study was undertaken 

in order that the writer might become more familiar with the interpre-

tat ion of magnetiC data. 

The Wisconsin Geological and Hatural History Survey allowed the 

wri ter free access to their records and the wr.i ter wishes to express 

,his gratitude for this courtesy. The study could not have been made 

wi thout it. Mr; H. R. Aldrich of the Wisconsin Geological Survey also 

gave freely of his time and smoothed many of the difficulties encountered. 

There are few exposures of rock in the Burnett County area and the 

interpre ta tions are, for that reason, chiefly blised on other considerations, 

the most important ,of which are the magnetic profiles. The basic 

ig;;eous character of the lava flows of the )Liddle Keweenawan make mag-

netic methods particularly hpplicable 

Over most of the area the magnetics are poorly defined 6.rd, of 

themselves, inconclusive. The area, however, is not an isclated struc-

tural unit, but a part of the Keweenawan syncline which extends S. W. 

from Chequamegon Bay, curving to. the south as it extends i!lto Minnesota, 

the synclinal �xis probably crossing the St. CrOix River somewhere in 

the vicinity of Wolf Creek. It is evident that the structure of· the 

area under consideration. must fit into the general picture as one of 

the units making up the whole. The 'Middle Kewepnewan hae been studied 
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in other . districts where there tere more outcrops or the magnetic data 

was found to be more indioativE of the underlyinc structure. It i6 

rroposed here to fOllow these structures toward the area to be considered. 

The obscure magnetics may then take on new significance. 

The south limb in the neighborhood of the Gogebic Iron Range in 

Wisconsin has been ably discussed by Aldrich (l ) in relation to the 

major Lake Superior syncline. His summary statement of the sequence 

of events are: 

"3. The formation. of this Geosyncline was caused by the down
warping or foundering into the magmatic chamber whence the �iddle . 
Keweenawan lava flows had. come. . 

"4. The foundering took place at different rates along the axis 
of the main fcld. It began earlier, or took place more riipidly, or 
continued longer, off to the northeast of the region under discussion. 
( Gogebic Iron Range) . 

115. As a result of the differential foundering, considerable 
movement having taken place to the northeast while the horizontal posi
tion was maintained to the southwest, warping under torsional stresses 
became effective. 

. 

"6. One principal result of the torsional stresses was the devel
opment of two subordinate, o'Olique, structures on the south limb of 
the ultimate structures, a syncline striking slightly east of north 
(15 degrees-30 degrees ) and a monocline or antioline immediately to 
the west and striking 60 degrees-70 degrees west of north. The 
comparatively complex folding in the Huronian west of Mellen on the 
Gogebic waS due to this early stage of deformation. 

"7. Simultaneously wi�h the subordinate fofuding, the combination 
of torsional warping stresses and normal compressive stresses incident 
to the main synclinal development gave rise to strong thrusting up the 
dip. The Keweenaw Thrust of Michigan was initiated at this time. It's 
western extension has probably been fo'und in Wisconsin, where it cuts 
steadily deeper into the series, 'first bevelling- the Lower Keweenawan 
sediments, then the Huronian. This is accountable for at least a 
part of the bevelling of the Huronian west of Mellen which was formerly 
believed to be due entirely �o erosion. 

118. Upon subsequent foundering along the main axis in the south
west, the development of the maj or structure was complicated due to the 
presence of the two subordinate, oblique structures. These latter in
habited the normal differential movements between the lesser units of 
structure, i.e. , the individual beds or lava flows, and themselves 
functioned as the units releasing the compressional stresses by differ
ential movement up the limbs of the geosynCline. 

"9. As a result of the accumulation of stresses in larger units 
of structure, failure took place on a correspondingly large scale. 

(1) Aldrich, H. R. W. G. S. Bull. 71-1929 liThe GeOlogy of the Gogebio 
Iron Range of WiSconsin. II 
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Whereas, in a normal syncline individual beds may move, over one another 
through differentials of distance inappreciable except in the net 
result; in the present instance these differen1;ials were integrated 
and the movement was great. The movement took place as a second series 
of major thrusts, of which the Lake Owen Thrust is the outstanding 
example. 

-

. "10. During the period of control of deformation by the torsional 
warping stresses, tensional fractures were developed with a strike 
approximately normal to the axis of the minor syncline, or parallel 
to the axis of the anticline. On later adjustments, during the foun
dering in the region to the southwest, there was movement along these 
fractures, and the differential tilting took place, in part, by these 
faul t block ullits • • • • •  « 

. 

It may be seen from the foregoing that the simple maj or structure 

became more complex as it grew. The great thrust faults and the cross 

faults are features to be watched for farther to the south. As one 

follows the south limb of the geosyncline to the southwest the width 

of outcrop increases and the dip flattens. It would seem, then, that 

to the southwest the deforming stresses were not as intense as they 

were near Mellen. The general trend of the Middle Keweenawan outcrop 

belt is nearly east-west between Mellen and Drummond. From Drummond 

it turns southwest. The lines joining the crests in the magnetic 

profiles also curve around, paralleling the strike. In the vicinity of 

Totogatic Lake the strike as shown by the magnetics is approximately 

N30E. As the magnetic crests are followed to the southwest they swing 

more westerly until in T42N-RllW, N60E is the trend. It is interesting 

and significant to note that the magnetic lines are not smooth curves' 

but more like a series of long dashes. The breaks where the parallel 

dashes change direction lie more or less on a straight line. This is 

suggestive of cross faulting of the type described by Aldrich in the 

GogebiC\ 2) • 

In T41N-RllW the strike is about N75E and the suggestion of cross 

faults persists. In T4lN-Rl3W the northern boundary of the limb swings 

(2) Aldrich, H. R. W. G. S. Bull. 7l-1929 
Iron Range of Wiscollsin." 

" The Geology of the Gogebic 
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more southerly again. This brings the south limb down to the area 

under discussion. 

To summarize the no.rtheastern extension of the south limb from 

the Area t.o the Gogebic we may say that the effect of the Lake Owen 

thrust on the magnetics becomes less and less noticeable to the south-

west until it dies out. The magnetic lines curve ra:ther steeply to the 

south and "flare out" with the width of outcrop. 'hen they trend more 

westerly and converge again as if the dip waS steepening. There is 

another curving to the south a.S the formation enters the Area. In the 

whole distance there are suggestions of cross faulting. Disregarding 

the faulting for the moment, the magnetiC data for this portion of the 
. 

limb is suggestive of a Shallow minor syncline trending ",crcss the 

regional structure of the synclinal. This interpretation fits very 

well with the oblique anticlinal which exists to the northeast as 

7 f..... brought out by Aldrich ( 3 ) . As the traverse lines pass 'of the 
l :> ---'-. _._-

xeweenawan to the south the magnetic profiles become smooth except in 

a few places where anomalous magnetiC attractions occur south of the 

boundary. These anomalous attractions furnish thought for interesting 

speculation, but more than one of several interpretations is equally 

applicable at present. 

Beginning wi th the north limb of the geosyncline in Western Bayf ield 

and Douglas counties let us trace the structure to the south and west. 

In T48N-R9W the magnetics indicate a strike a little south of east 

for the traps. Apparently they are nearly flat and are bounded on the 

north by a str ike fault which probably is a thrust. Su§':gest ions of cross 

faulting appear in the magnetics giving this limb a sc:,tisfying, structural, 

similarity to the south limb. 

( 3 ) Op. cit. 
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In T48N-RIOW the topography ana magnetics bear out the relation 

of a fault contact on the north boundary of the traps with cross faulting 

striking east of north and offsetting the ridges of igneous rock. The 

magnetic lines are offset also. The offsets trend in a general northeast 

direccion and give the magnecic sheet a step like appearance. The main 

. fault along the boundary is expressed topographically. The strike of the 

flows is N65E, dip 40SE. There are outcrops of sandstone between 

diabase indicating a graben or reentrant in the north boundary. This 

graben trends a little east of north. 

In T48N-R12W the boundary fault is exposed on Amnicon and Middle 

Rivers. The Keweenawan lavas are seen to be thrust over the Lake Shore 

sediments. Near the thrust fault the sediments ire vertical to over-

turned but their general position is flat lying. The fault seems to be 

a series of small breaks, giving the main fault a ragged outline. . On 

the Amnicon River it strikes N70 degrees E and dips 38 degrees BE. In 

section 25 on Middle River the strike is N65W and the dip is about 45 

degrees S. Thus the fault line is either curved or we are dealihg with 

more than one set of fractures. Outcrops show that the main fault has , 

been offset in minor amounts. Wells were drilled.into sandstone in 

sections 25 and 35. There must be a southward indentation here in the 

traps. Gabbro, felsite, and red rock outcrop in the township to the 

south. "hey are intrusive into the flows. The magnetid lines in T48N

R12W are convex to the north, paralleling the boundary and checking the 

reentran t of over a mile in sections 25 and 35. These curving magnetic 

aIds may indicate a minor syncline. 

In T47N-RIOW the outcrops in" the Poplar -River indicate a flattening 

of dip to the south. The magnetic lines are offset as the strike 

changes from northeast to nf;arly east-west. One of the conspicuous 

breaks strikes N20E and shows an offset of one-fourth to one-half mile. 
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The syenite in the Poplar River section may have been intruded into 

such a fault zone. 

The dip is flatter in T47N-13W and in the western part of the 

township the strike is about east-west.' 1'he northern contact is marked 

by an escarpment which can be traced east and west through several 

townships. It probably marks an overthrust. In sections 17 and 18 

cross faulting is suggested by the magnetic lines. The fault strikes 

N 15-20 W and there is a slight break in the range along this supposed 

fault. 

In T47N-R14W the Black River flows over Manitou Falls, whioh marks 

a fault contact between the flows and Lake Superior sandstones. The 

volcaniCs strike N 53 de grees E and dip 45 degrees SE. The sandstone 

dips 60 degrees N at the contact and is horizontal away from it. "he 

sandstone is broken near the contact and the flows are brecciated and 

slickensided. The slickensides and the upturning of the younger sand-

stones show that the sediments have moved downward relative to the 

Middle Keweenawan. The Black River follows a transverse fault. Out

crops show that the rocks on the east side have moved about 250 feet 

northward relative to. those on the west bank. The strike of the traps 

changes from east west in the east part of the township to N53 degrees E 

in the west portion. "he dip ranges from 30 degrees-54 de grees SE. 

Magnetic lines parallel  the strike very closely. Aciciic intrusi,�ns aTe 

present in the flows. 

From here southwest to the state line the evidence is less clear 

but the data to the east are certainly strongly in favor of a great 

thrust fault boundary to the Keweenawan eruntives. The throw of this 

fault in the Middle River section is at least 3,000 feet(4). 

(4) 'l'hwai tes, F. 'I. , " Lake Super ior Sandstones" W. G. S. Bull. 25, 1912 
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From Solon Springs southwestward the magnetic lines and observed 

strikes are extremely uniform. :rhe trend is about N 42 degrees E and 

the dip is flat (about 13 degrees SE). 
. 

In Douglas County, between the northern boundary and the uniform 

magnetics southwest of Solon Springs, is an area of weak and irregular 

magnetics. Outcrops are rare in this non-magnetic strip and its 

interpretation is aeferred until the Minnesota structure 'has been out-

lined. A white fr iable sandstone is found in the St. Cro ix valley 

near Riverside. It is believed to be the Potsdam sandstone of Upper 

Cambrian age, and is unconformable on the 18.vas. 

In Minnesota, four and one half miles east of Hinckley, is a 

loca tion r,ear which the boundary of the Middle Keweel1awan passes. The 

rocks are broken and shattered. The actual contact is not visible. On 

the one side of a dry ravine is diabase and on the other is an abrupt 

. escarpment of broken sandstone. Along the whole contact it is broken 

into huge blocks lying in different orienta tio"s. ( 5) The boundary 

passes near Pine City, for a well on the western shore .of Cross Lake 

encountered sandstone aui the Middle Keweenawan flows outcrop one and 

three quarters miles away. Atllinneapolis a well reached granite at 

2,150 feet. A deep well at Stillwater struck the trap at about sea 

level or 717 feet from the sutfa.ce. It is clear that the eruptives 

extend at least as far as Stillwater after they disappear beneath the 

Paleozoics. 'lhe criteria for a fault boundary on the northwest are 

not as many as one could ciesire but it has long been believed that such 

is the nature of the contact. 

In 1927, traverses were run by the Wisconsin Geological Survey in 

Pine County, Minnesota. Upper Cambrian sanQstone is known'at Hinckley 

(5) Hal 1, C. w. ItKeweenaW8.n Area of Eastern Minnesota" B. G. S. A. 

Vol. 12, 1901. 
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and just east of Hinckley in T41N-R20W, Midule Keweenawan lavas dip 

45-50 degrees eastward. Subnormal dip needle readings were prominent 

over these flows. Both positive and negative crests were obtained 

in T41N-RISW. These latter variations appear to be characteristic 

of northwestward dipping flows which are known to exist on the lower 

Kettle River. The area between these two types of variation, Le., 

subnormals a�d positive and negative crests, is practically normal. 

Kormal readings were found east of the northwestward dipping flows, 

and still farther east variable readings agai:l indioating a dip to 

the southeast. · Flows in the non magnetic area near the NtS, T42N

R17W were apparently horizontal. Magnetic traverses were not made 

south of Pine City and little is known of the Keweenawan there. 

Judging from road traverses run in Pine County, Minr<esota, Hansell( 6) 
concluded that: 

"1. Eastward dipping flows near the boundary of the Keweenawan • • •  

give negative dip needle variations. 
"2. Northwestward dipping flows as exposed on Kettle River give 

POSitive dip needle Variations. 
"3. Between the negative and positive variations mentioned in 1 

and 2 is a normal area, probably representing a synclinal baSin. 
M4 • • • •  East of the readings characteristic of the minor synCline, 

mentioned in 1,·2, and 3, is another normal area which is pOSSibly 
underlain by flat or very gently dipping flows. 

115. Apparently the dip of the flows becomes steeper toward the 
southeast margin of the limb of the syncline and magnetic variations 
again become larger. 

"s. The non magnetic area on the north limb of the Keweenawan 
syncline in Wisconsin continues into Minnesota. In Minnesota, however, 
there is a magnetic area within the non magnetic area which is possibly 
due to northwest dipping flows of a minor syncline on the major limb. " 

The contact of the flows and the sandstones on the northwest 

margin of the limb is not definitely placeu but seems to extend farther 

west than mapped in the vicinity of Bruno, judging from the charscter 

of the magnetics. In other words the bouncary is uneven and may be 

(S) Hanse 11, J. M. Min. Road Traverses. Field Report Ito W.  G. S. 1927 
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offset by faulting. The dips near Hinckley are steep to the southeast 

(50 degrees). l"Jar the mouth of the Kettle River the dips are about 

20 degrees NW. The axial plane of the minor syncline dips about 75NW 

while the axial plane of  the main synCline dips steeply southeast. 

The north limb of the geosyncline gives a picture which fits very 

well with that given by the south limb. The Douglas County Fault may 

be a counterpart of the Lake Owen Thrust on the south limb. If such 

is the case it would be interesting to find the counterpart of  the 

Keweenaw Thrust of Michigan. Possibly the. Duluth gabbro lies in such 

a fault zone. .It may be sign1ficant that no intrusives of any conse

qUence in the Keweenawan southwest of a line from Drummond to Superior. 

This line is an axis of conSiderable change in the trend of the 

geosynCline, and constriction here may haVe closed the channelways to 

invading magmas which came from the Lake Superior Basin. 

The minor syncline on the north limb as delineated by the area of 

weak, erratic, or  normal attraction is a considerable feature. It 

extends southwest from �kes Nebagamon and M1nnesuing, past Belden 

and Cloverton on the state line, to the lower .reaches of Kettle River. 

When the forces, which inaugurated the great thrusts, acted
}

this minor 

syncline was formed as a flexure on the 11mb of the main structure. Its 

orientation parallel to the strike fits this theory. Being on the 

outside of the bend, the stresses were not so concentrated and intense, 

and adjustment was accomplished, in part, by the formation of this 

wrinkle. If deformation had continued the fold. undoubtedly would have 

passed into another thrust. 

Cross faulting, espeCially in "as tel' n Douglas County, occurred 

in the later phases of adjustment just as the cross faults on the south 

limb did. Southviestward from Solon Springs and Gordon, the cross 

faulting is either less prominent or absent. 
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We may attempt, now, to fit tbe Burnett County Area into tbe picture. 

T40N-R13W 

This township is on  tbe south limb of  tbe main syncline. There 

are no outcrops in tbe township but geological boundaries can be 

drawn on the basis of  the magnetics. Part of section 6 and the south-

eastern portion of  the township are normal areas. Near the south 

township line magnetic variations reappeal'. The magnetic lines tenci 

to curve toward the south in the western portion of the township. 

T39N-R12W 

In this township only the western portion shows magnetic variation. 

The magnetic lines converge towa.rd the cent'cr of section 8. This 

suggests the nose of synclinal fold plunging to the west. The ol\ly 

outcrop in the magnetic area is a red quartzi te which has been correlated 

wi th the Barron quartzite and is of  unknown age. If the quartzi ie is 

Huronian the attraction may be due to folded, intarbedded, iron formation. 

It is impossible to make a dafini te determination until more is known. 

T39N-RI3W 

Tbere are no outcrops in this township to check the conclusions 

drawn from the magnetics. Well marked, variable and pOsitive magnetic 

lines, convex to the east,·ar� nresent in the eastern portioh of the 

townShip. Outsicie of this ,"ortion the reaciings are negative and weaker . 

Near the S.E. 28 sandstone wa.s E'''1cQunteTPd in a v,:ell en) q1J.artzite 

fragmen"::s are CO;;,[,;cr! in sections, 12, and 13. In his report Hansell( 7 ) 
sayS: 

" It bas been sug�ested that this formation (Mid�le Keweene�an) 
extends into this township, perhaps folded or faulted east, .nd that 
the highly v�ri&ble readings in the ��rtheBet corner represpnt e sharp 
fold in the formation. Tilis is possible but it is difficult to imagine 
a thick resistant forn.ation ell.ch as the Middle Keweenawan folding into 
a narrow fold such as is inc:l.ic::"ted by the magnetiCS. The fact that the 

(7) Hansell, J. M. Township Report for T39N-R13W 1929 W. G. S. 
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magnetics die out to the west may mean that the fold is plunging in 
that direction. " 

Upper Cambrian sandstone is believed to exist to the south and 

may blanket .the west part of the township. It is possible to explain 

the strong magnetics by supposing a buried, folded iron formation, or 

an intrusion of igneous rock. Admittedly, at least some of the crests 

are local but it is not likely that magnetic crests would align them:" 

selves as well over an intrusive. 

T40N-R14W 

Lack of outcrops is again a hindrance in T40N-R14W. The gradual 

onset of magnetic variations as one traverses south from the normal, 

n':lrthern, part of the township indicate north dipping flows. The 

magnetic lines strike N45 degrees-50 degrees 11: in the eastern, and 

N60E in the cen tra'l part of the township. The contact of the Middle 

and Upper Keweenawan is offset in section 30. On the basis of 

magnetics two transverse fc,ults may be postulated striking east of 

north. The Change of st.rike comes at these faults. 

T39lJ-R14W 

The crests in the western part of the township line up at N75E 

but in sections 3 and 10 they line up at N65E. East of a line from 

NE4 to S�35, which line lies along a depression occupied by Benoit 

and Rice Lakes, the Yellow River, and a narrow valley in sections 26 

and 35, the magnetic lines strike N40 degrees E. Although this line 

is not an extension of the fault pastula ted in T40F;-RI4W, it strikes 

the township line at nearly the same place ano. is suggestive. This 

township occupies a topographic lowland anei may be underlain by Upper 

Cambrian sands.tone. 

T40i�-RI5W 

The magnetics show that the Middle Keweenawan is r:resent only in 
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the southern part of the township. The boundary strikes N75E. 

T39N-R15W· 

The magnetic attrl1oction is less well marked inithe southern 

portion of the township than.in the northern part. The lines joining 

the crests are quite uniform in a N75 degree E direction. Cambrian 

sandstone is known to the north and south of here and as the absence 

of outcrops, and the well records show, this township is on a lowland 

or depression in the Middle Kewe enawan. This depression may be floored 

with Cambrian sediments. 

T40N-R16W 

The magnetic variations in this township are unlike those in 

other townships. They are long drawn out rises of a few degrees 

above normal and some are several miles long, with no distinct crests. 

Such magnetics are not easily interpreted in terms of underlying . 
• 

structure. This township lies in the trough of the synclinal and 

would be expected to be normal. The readings, however, are not normal 

and there must be .some faulting, folding, or erOSional features to 

account for the magnetic variation. It is likely that the flows are 
'. 

nearly flat lying in the trough, and a bulging up of the floor, which 

was subsequently scarred by erOSion, might account for the phenomena. 

If such is the case the uncertain magnetic lines probably tend to 

follow erosional highs rather than the true strike. These highs 

or lines trend in the gene.ral direction of the synclinal axis. 

T39N-R16W and T39N-RI7W 

Just to the south of T40N-R16W in the northern part of T39N-R16W 

there is an area of normal readings. The remainder of the township 

produces variable readings. The strike of the magnetic lines is 

nearly east-west. The dominant readings are positive and experience 
has shown th t b 

. . , a t.is lndlcate� nortnward dipping flows. In the 
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western portion of T39N-R16W and in T39N-R17W the crests form north

ward curving arcs. If these indicate the strike there may be a 

transverse break near the east lines of sections 27 and 34. It is 

possible that the beds flatten in the northern part of T39N-R16W and 

bulge up slightly in T40N-R16W to give the variations found there. 

T40N-R17W 

Tbis township has no outcrops but there is a magnetic area in 

the northwest part of the township. The boundary of the magnetic 

area strikes N45E ana agrees well with the strike of the traps on 
• 

the north limb of the syncline where they are exposed to the north-

east. Just what this means in relation to the variation in T40N-

R16W is not clear. The north curving magnetic arcs to the south 

indicate a nosing out of a northeastward pitching syncline. The 

actual outcrops of the Middle Keweenawan, however. are known for a 

considerable distance to the southwest. It would seem that there is 

an anticlinal axis or saddle crossing the trough here. 

From here westward to the St. Oroix River the country is topo-

graphically low and nearly normal magnetically. There are no out

crops of igneous material in here but there are one or two exposures 

of Upper Oambrian sandstone near the St. Croix River. 

T38N-R13W and T38N-R14W 

Subnormal readings. except in the northwestern corner. of T38N

R13W indicate that the basic effusives lie to the northwest. The 

magnetics in T38N-R14W are very weak. If present the lavas must be 

beneath a tLick cover. 

T38N-R15W 

Outcrops and well records in this and neighboring townships show 

that the Keweenavian had a rough erosion surface before the Cambrian 
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was deposited. The dip needle readings in T38N-RI5\'\ are not strong 

and there does not seem to be a similarity of crests on adjacent· 

traverses. The southern boundary is drawn through a change from 

variable to' subnormal readings. Outcrops occur in T37N-R16';. The 

weakening of the magnetics and lack of outcroGs indicate th;s.t T38N

R15W lies on one si de of the depression or pre Cambrian lowland that 

extends through Twps 39N-R14 and lEW. Lakes Bass, Pokegame., Warner, 

and Viola, are the only suggestions of rock control of the present 

topogrzphy. 

T38N-R16W 

Although the trap surface is not as rough here as it is to the 

south the well records and outcrops show " rough preglacial surface. 

The strike on the west side of the Clam River, in T37N-RI6W, is N55E 

and on the east side it is N68E. The dips are 15-20NW. The Clam 

Ri ver probCl.bly follows a fault. Re lative to T37N-RI6W, this township 

lies on a rock lowland and Upper Cambria.n sediments from T3711-R16W 

may cover all of T38N-RI6"i'. A line from 400 paces east of S�34 to 

500 paces eorth of N�6 is a projection of a f&.ult from T37N-R13\'!. 

This line parallels thE' topographic break between the sand plain 

and the till.' East of this break the magnetic lines agree within 

two o.egrees of the s t r ike measured east of the Clam River in T37N

R16W. West of this break the magnetic lines strike N62R and parallel 

similar lines in T38N-RI7W. There is a discordance of five to seven 

degrees between the magnetic lines 8.r,d the strike m;casured in T3711-

Rl6E west of the fault. The crests in this township, T38N-R16E, are 

low and wide. 

T38N-RI7W 

There are no outcrops in this township. The magnetic variations 
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are weak a.nd irregular. 

T38Ei-R18W and T38N-R19¥i 

These townships are normal magnetically. Some weak crests 

through sections 5 and 8, in T38N-R197{, have been lined up. This 

line of crests closely parallels the trend. of the non-magnetic area 

across the St. Cro ix R1 ver in Minnesota. T38N-R18W probably lies 

nearly on the sync linal axis of the main trough. 

T37N-R15W 

The only outcrops in this township occ.ur in section 7. Well 

records show sands "tones in the southwest c'
orner and northern half 

of the township. In the southwestern corner dip needle readings are 

subnormal. Northward they change abruptly, giving a wide pOSitive 

crest. A line connecting the normal readings between the positives 

and subnormals strikes N72E from 250 paces south and 500 paces west 

of the NW30 to 600 paces ea.st of the 8E16. This line is taken as 

marking the strike and the southern margin of the Middle Keweenawan. 

This margin is not a projection of that in T37N-R16W. The lack of 

coincicience is explained by a fault which has moved the outcrops belt. 

to the northwest in this township. The valley of the South Fork of the 

Olam River in T37N-R16W may follow this fault. Other offsets in the 

magnetics in this township are Similarly 1n"terpreted. 

T37H-R13¥i 

North of a line from 8l!:34 to nes.r the E�25 the rock is Micidle 

Keweenawan while to the south it is probably Upper Oambrian. This 

bounJary is based on magnetiCS. The readings to the south are sub

normal. The KeweeLaWan hc;rr, has considerable relief and there may 

be Cambrian sediments in the rock valleys. Strikes were measured in 

e 19ht places. All but one are h53-55E. 1'he exception occurs east 

of the Clam River in sections 12 and 13 where the strike is N58-63E. 

I 
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West of the Clam Ri.ver the dip is l4-l6W while east of the Clam it is 

l7-20W. The southern margin has a trend of N55E but in T37N-R15W 11; 

changes to N77E. A transverse fault is postulated from near the N�25 

to about '00 paces east of N�3. The South Fork of the Clam River 

follows this line in general. Closely spaced fractures striking N56W 

appear near the St7 .  A fault projected from T36N-R16W comes within 

500 paces of here. There is not a great deal of similarity among the 

crests on adjacent traverses. It is thou·ght that the influence of 

rock topography is responsible. 

T37N-R17W 

The northwestern portion of the township is a preglacial lowland 

while the area to the south is a rough upland. The subsurface rock 

topography has a maximum relief of at least 300 feet. The flows have 

a monoclinal dip of 10-20 degrees west in the western parts of sections 

19 and 30. The strike is N63E, the same as in the adj acent Part of 

'l'37N-RlBW. In the main belt of outcrops strikes are N30E to N4BE, the 

average, N39E, be ing the same as the township to the south. In the 

eastern portion the magnetic lines trend about N40E . The areal 

distribution of outcrops trends in the same direction. There may be 

a fa�lt in this township but if so it can not be so accurately placed 

as is the case in other places. 

T37N-RlBW 

The preglacial relief on the rock upland in this township is more 

than 200 feet. Outcrops are found only in the southeastern portion 

of the; township. l'hey strike NoO-65E and dip IBNW . Jla.gnetic lines 

check this strike. Th?re is a line of strong subnormal crests from 

200 paces west of S�B to the i\El. There is another line of subnormal 

crests paralleling this one from near the SE2B to near the NE25. The 
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northern line is away from the outcrops a�d there 'is nothing in the 

well records to indicate a buried ridge. Dickinson ( S) suggested a 

fe.ult parallel to the strike. On the south limb positive crests are 

usually more easily traced than negative ones. 

T37N-R19W and T37N-R20W 

The Keweenawan effusives do not outcrop in these townships. A 

few outcrops of white friable quartz sandstone were discovered. The 

sandsto ne is apparently flat lying. In T39N-R19W a similar sandstone 

overlies Keweenawan which dips westward at about 7 degrees. There is 

one magnetic line in these tov;nships extending from 400 paces north of 

Et3 to 400 paces east of the St32, T37N-R20W. It is a pronounced positive 

crest. The strike of the line is N2ZE. The appearance of this line of 

crests in an otherwise nearly normal area may mean an abrupt change of 

dip, a fault, or an unusually thick flow. In either the first or third 

al terna ti ve the line should approxima.te the s trike of the formation. 

T36N..:.RloW 

Trap rock forms an elevation in the west. A line striking N50E 

from 300 paces south of NE31 with northwest offsets of about one half 

mile at N,,29 and EtlS and a mile offset in sections 2 and 3, and 

passing out of the township a1; hE3 marks the boundary of Variable 

readings. The offsets probably lllark transverse faults. ThE' strike or" 

the flows is N50-5BE and the dip is 10-lBW. There is a lack of 

similarity of crests on adjacent lines, which may mean that the 

individual flows are discor,tinuous. The rough preglacial topography 

probably is the iIIost import"nt cause of thE: ;iiscontinui ty. The abrupt 

change in the rea3i�gs at the sUDposed bounaary �ay indicate a steep 

face at the unconformity like that at Hurley. The dial, compass shows 

(B) Dickinso "n, C. G .  Twp. Re port fer 1'37I,-R18W 1927, Vi. G. S. 
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a declination of 2� degrees east on the sediments and 4-5 degrees 

east on the flows. It is not known whether this is due to the 

distortion of the field over the flows or to a westward pull south 

of the unconformity. 

T36N-R17Vi 
. 

There· is a rock relief of 150 feet or more in this township. 

The outcrops are bunchy . A t E� 19 strike is N39E ; at 500 paces north 

of center of 8 it is N381; at the NE4 it is N40E; the dips are 10-15NW. 

In T36N-R18W the strike is N45-50E. In T37N-f1.l7N the range, is from 

N30-50E and in T34N-R1SW the strike is N4-8W. The strike varies in 

short distances in adjoin�ng townships and is thought to indicate 

faulting. The rr,agnetiCs are of little aid in this to¥.::.ship. Tnere is , 

hoy,ever, a rather vc..gu,,: line of crests which may be traoed Eouthwest-

ward from sec�ion 1 in a direction parallel to the strike farther west. 

T36N-R18W 

The relief on the rock surface is 200 feet in 200 paces in one 

locality. Outcrops appear only in the eastern portion of the township. 

In the NW of the NE of 1 the strike on an erosion surface is N7lE. In 

section 10 a fracture cleavage zor:.e strikes 1<20\1. A dolerite vein 

dipping south occurs in this outcrop • .  Differe ntial movement is 

suggested by the quartz crystals from c. dump nec.r E�lO. The strike 

in· section 12 is R45�E. At 500 paces south of the NIla joints strike 

N22! and N87lV and :::ip 70Vi and 868 respectively. In section 21 there 

is a sbear zone 400 paCES s�utb of NI21. In sectien 24 the strike on 

an eroBian surface is E5SE, aip about 1m;}. In this township the strike 

changes from N65-70E to �45E be tw e en - the northern part of section 1 

and tbe center of section 12. South of section 12 the strikes are near 

1145E or more nearly N-S. There is a locus of abnormality between 
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sections 1 and 12. l'be nature of the abnormality is probably faulting 

but its kind and position are not easily found. Dickinson ( S ) was 

inclined to believe it represented an overthrust from the north. 

West of a line from NE3 to SE32 there is little magnetic 

attraction. If the strikes be projected the flows should occur in the 

west. One outcrop was found. Either erosion or faulting has reduced 

the trap surface in the western part of the township. Topographic 

lows and areaS of weak or normal magnetic attraction coincide in this 

township. One line' of magnetic cres.ts was followed N3BE; another N45E; 

another N4BE; another N51E.The magnetic lines followed are south of 

the main outcrops. 

T36N-RlSVi and T36N-R20W 

These tViO townships ars practically normal magnetically and 

there are no outcrops of igneous rock. 

'I'35N-R17W 

ProbablY all of the township except the southeastern part .is 

uncierlain by trap. The boundary is based on magnetics. The boundary 

extends from the E�12 to Et15, is then offset to the south, and 

continues with same trend from 200 paces south of center of 22 to 

500 paces north of center of 2B and then is offset again to the south 

into T34N-R17W. There is a 6.epression trending southeast from Btl? 

to B&.lsam Lake. It may be a rock depression. The magnetic crests on 

adjacent tr-averse lines do not match very well. 

T35N-R18Vi 

In this township there is a rough pre-Cambrian topography with 

a lowlaEd in the eorthY/estern portion. The lowland may have a. fairly 

uniform 6urface. The strik2 as m8asured at the SEB is N18E. A 

(S) 
Dickinson , O. G. , 'IVip. Report T36N-RIBW, 1927 Vi. G. S. 
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magnetic line in section 2 gives N20E. West of a line from the NE5 

to the NW3l wells fail to strike trap. Hansell(lO) suggests the 

possibility of this being a fault.boundary between the lowland and 

upland. 

T35N-R19W 

Trap underlies the township as is shown by the weak and variable 

magnetics, by a superdip traverse on the east township line, and by 

an isolated outcrop near the south line'. 

T34N-R18W and T34li-R19W 

The strike of the flows near the Interstate Bridge at St. Croix 

is N4W and the dip lOW. Two shear zones may be seen above the Dalles. 

Upper Cambrian sediments, separated from the flows by a conglomerate 

carrying trap rock, lie in the depressions between the trap ridges. 

The magnetic crests are very wide and not strong. Lin2s drawn through 

the crests do not agree with the measured strike. 

We may now attempt to integrate the structure of the Middle 

Keweenawan in the Burnett County area and fit it into the general 

scheme of the Keweenawan syncline. Some of the most significant 

features are: the sharp fold in T39N-R131V, the anomalous magnetics 

in T40N-R16W, the ai vergence of the magnetic lines in twps. 39 north, 

ranges 16 and 17 west, and twps. 38 north ranges 16 and 17 west, and 

the offsets. and abrupt changes of direction of the magnetic lines. 

As has been mentioned the synclinal sank faster, or continued 

longer, or began earlier to the northeast. If the same "thing happened 

to the southwest of the Burnett County area Then a saddle or structur

. ally high area would result where the least foundering took place. The 

(10) Hansell, J. M. Twp. Report, 1'35N-Rl8W W. G. S. 
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evidence is in favor of such a theory. As the magnetic 11nes are 

followed, westward through T39N-R15W, T39N-R1SW, and T39N-Rl?W, they 

curve around toward the north limb as if closing around a sy�cline. 

In T38N-R1SW and T38N ... Rl?W, however, the lines continue to the south

west toward the St. Croix Dalles. The depth of burial in the barrens 

alcng the St. Croix River is sufficient to mask magnetic phenomena that 

might conf irm the theory of this s/3.ddle. This oblique, anticlinal, 
. 

structure is the most important feature of the Burnett County area 

for it must have influenced the manner in which later, or continued, 

deformation took place. When further foundering took place the 

Burnett County area. would be subjected to stresses from both the 

, northeast and. the southwest, as well as,compression from the sides. 

The longitudinal stresses acted against each other but were not 

precisely oppositely oriented. As a result the trough was subjected 

to complex warping stresses which caused adjustment, in both horizontal 

and vertical directions, along breaks striking across the structure.' 

The faults shown along the southern margin of the flows and the one in 

T39N-RISW may represent such breaks. During further movement each of 

these blocks tended to act as a unit and differential tilting of the 

blocks was accomplished. Since the 10ng1 tudinal stresses act south , 

southwesterly and northeasterly respectively the saddle would be expected 

to narrow toward the north limb. More abrupt changes in dip would be 

expected there also. In a resistant formation such as the Middle 

Keweenawan such conditions would tend. to introciuce complications. It 

may be this complication which is manifest in T40N-RISW. This is 

interpreted as a dome or seCOlldary saddle which has been dissected by 

ercsion and buriC"d. Th" normal area in the southeastern part of 

T40N-R17W WOuld then r epresent a shallow basin of nearly flat flows. 
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The magnetic lines in T371i-R20W and T36N-R20W probably is parallel 

to the strike and represents a monoclinal aip to the southeast on the 

eastern limb of the minor anticlinal structure that must lie between 

here 8.nd the non-magnetic area in Minnesota. 

The lowland extenciing across the south limb in T40N-Rl4W. T40N

R15W. 'T39N�Rl4W, .and T39N-R15W, must have been in marked contrast with 

the highland to the west in early Camorian time. The significance of 

this lowland is not plain. ' It may represent a wide erOSion valley 

which cut through the flaring side of the syncline along some plane of 

weakness or it may mean that the upland is an upthrown fault block. 

The sharp fold in T39N-R13W was outlined entirely by the magnetics. 

The quartizi te in section 7, T39N-R12W, may be the Bu.rron Q.uartzi teo 

The age of the Barron is not definitEly known, If it is a Huronian 

quartzi te then the attraction may be due to an interbedded iron 

formation. If such is the case the unexpected crests in. T37N-Rl4W 

may be interpreted on the sarne basis. . If. howeve'r, the quartzite is 

stratigraphically above the eruptives then the fold must be in 

Keweenawan material. The way in which the Keweenawan boundary ties 

in with the fold makes the latter theory feasible. The fold probably 

is the result of the effect of the sad�le on later deformation. It 

is difficult to cOEceive of the Keweenawan tavas being folded in such 

a mallner when elsewhere they are broken rather than closely folded. In 

T40N-R13W the south limb is narrow but southwest of the fold and in the 

region of the saddle there is a great widening of the belt of outcrop. 

This is a natural consequence of the differential settling which left 

the saddle as a brace across the trough. Some breaking occurred as 

shown by faults in T40N-R14W and T39N-Rl4W. 

There is yet another significant feature wbieh 18 not well sho�n 
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in the magnetics. The rather vague crests in T34N-RIBW and across 

the northwestern corner of T36N-R19Vi are at variance with the strike. 

Similar lines are T37N-RIBW do agree with the strike of the formation. 

Just to the south in T36N-RIBW Dickinson(ll) indicated that there might 

. be faulting, probably thrusting, between sectioris 1. and 12. Tbese 

magnetic lines show close degree of parallelism and it is not unlikely 

that tbey represent another system of faults at about right angles 

to the cross faults. If such is the case and they were initiated at 

the same time they probably are thrusts and came into being when 

adjustment was taking place on the cross faults. Whether or not it 

is of any significance is a matter of conjecture but these lines tend 

to converge toward the fold in 'I'39N-R13W. Possibly the fold is the 

resul t of the Shme condi tions or is the ir counterpart on the northeast 

side of the saddle. The existence of these thrusts is a possible 

explanation and not proven fact by any mcans. 

( 11) Dickinson, C. G. Twp. R"port on T36N-RIBW, 1927 W t"! S. 
• v. 
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Surrima'ry 

1 .  When t he Kewee nawan syncl ine b e gan to s i nk i t  foundered  to 

a greater extent to t he no rtheast and t o  t h e  sout hwe s t  of t he Burne t t  

Oounty Area t han i t  did i n  t he Burne t t  -Oounty are a .  

2. Thi� differential s inking gave r i s e to various ob lique and 

cross structures of w h i c h  the saddle in Bur ne t t  County is p e r haps t.he 

large s t . 

3 .  At t he same t ime the comb i na t io n .  of compr e s s ive stre s s es form i ng 

t he main sync l i ne and t h e  warping stre s ses due t o  different ial s i nk i ng ,  

. c aused thrus t i ng up t he dip . The Keweena w Fau l t of Michigan is an example. 

4. A co ntinua t i o n o f ,  or a late r ,  deformat ion was impeded by . t he 

o b l i que and c r o s s  s truc tur e s  and as a c o n s e querlce larger y o r t i o n s  of 

the t rough func t io n e d  as units. The r"' [,1..'lt was in tegr a t e d  movement of 

con s idera ble mag!li tude . The D0uglas Oounty t hrus t  w h i c h  c o n t i nue s ,  i n 

all ;;;rob 6b il i ty , many m i l e s  into Minnesota. was b egun a t  t h i s  t ime . 

5. Simultaneous ly , as a d ir e c t  result of the cross structures 

whi c h  caused larger blocks to act s s  units, cro s s  fb.ults Vlere develope d, 

8 1lo w i ng movement betwe e n  the s e  blocks, and diff e re.nt ial tilting occurred .  

6. The saddle in Burn e tt County, be i ng sub j e c t e d  to stresses 

from b o t h  t hs n o r t h �a s t�ar d p itc hi ng syn c l ine and the southwestwerd 

p i t c t i n g  sync l i ne , deyeloped further s tr'..1Ctural corr·.ple x i t i e s . The 

dom in g  in T40N-R16N, t h e  f o l d i n g  in T39N-R 13W, ��d t h e  thrus ts i n  

the middle of t he trough like that pos tula t e d  i n  T36N-R197i, were 

f o rme d a s  a r e sul t of the c o mb i nat i o n .  

7 .  The minor sy nc l ine i n  MinLe sota may b e  the d i r e c t  r e sult o f  

t he stresses a c t i ng agb i n s t  the bulv.ark of  t he Burne t t  Oounty saddle . 

It l i e s  at about r i gh t a ngle s 'to the s a adle and is symmetrically 
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located. 

8 .  Deformation must have continued after or not begun until, the 

Lake Superior sandstones were deposited for they are involve d in the 

faulting. 

S .  Deformation and long erosion must have occurred before the 

deposition of the marine Upper Cambrian for it is found unconformably 

on the trap in the depressions on the limbs and far up t h e  trough . 

10 . If the contact near Hinckley is a fault contact some move

ment must have occurred in Minnesota after the deposition of the 

Up Jer Cambrian . 

11 . The later stages of the faulting must have been either quite 

recent or this syncline recently exhumed from its Paleozoic cover; 
�c)/ 
#!' the thrust faults are today topographically prominent. 
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